WELCOME TO THIRD SHIFT
THIRD SHIFT is an annual festival of public contemporary artworks presented by
Third Space, a not-for-profit artist-run centre in Saint John, New Brunswick.
Established in 2015, THIRD SHIFT aims to offer citizens a unique opportunity to engage with
contemporary art and re-imagine their city. THIRD SHIFT holds space for new experiences
and communal exchange through the exhibition of temporary installations, interventions,
and performances in the heart of Uptown Saint John, online, and on the radio. THIRD
SHIFT is proud to have grown from a one-night-only event into into a week-long festival!
This year we are presenting THIRD SHIFT 2020 in many components: the THIRD SHIFT
Constellation Public Art Trail is an open-air exhibition of temporary public artworks in the
heart of Uptown Saint John. Local 107.3fm is kindly hosting our audio installations on their
airwaves, and you can find a variety of engaging and interactive digital installations on
our website, www.thirdshiftsj.com thorughout the week. It is my hope that this format will
allow everyone, near and far, the chance to experience THIRD SHIFT together, safely.
I would like to thank the Third Space Board of Directors, the THIRD SHIFT
Selections Committee, my fellow THIRD SHIFT organizers, Abigail Smith and MaeLin DeLange, our dedicated volunteers and loyal sponsors, and all the artists who
are making this happen in such a difficult time. In the face of adversity, we have
created something wonderful together and I can’t wait to share it with you!

Kathleen Buckley
Executive Director
Third Space Gallery
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LAND acknowledgment
Third Space would like to acknowledge that the land on which THIRD SHIFT takes place is the
traditional unceded territory of the Wolastoqiyik and Mi’kmaq Peoples. This territory is covered
by the “Treaties of Peace and Friendship” which Wolastoqiyik and Mi’kmaq Peoples first signed
with the British crown in 1725. The treaties did not deal with surrender of lands and resources but
in fact recognized Mi’kmaq and Wolastoqiyik title and established the rules for what was to be an
ongoing relationship between nations.

From Third Space
Third Space Gallery is the only artist-run centre in Saint John and works with and
within the city’s wider community to produce and present a range of interdisciplinary
contemporary art projects and exhibitions. The gallery works with local, national and
international artists to raise the understanding and appreciation of contemporary
art through exploratory, challenging, and critical projects that are relevant to
residents of Saint John while connecting to larger global conversations.
Third Space Gallery’s role within the Saint John arts community is to facilitate the
exhibition of non-commercial contemporary art projects. Without a physical space of
its own, the gallery is able to adopt innovative, contextually relevant, and responsive
approaches to the presentation and interpretation of contemporary art.
In 2015, Third Space launched its signature annual event THIRD SHIFT, a night-time
exhibition of public contemporary art projects that span the historic area of Uptown
Saint John. The festival brings thousands of people to the streets of Saint John every
year to appreciate and experience contemporary art by local and international artists.
I am very excited to be part of an exceptional team and committed board! Our
collective efforts enable us to attract and inspire artists and leaders, and drive
the gallery forward. Explore, experience, and enjoy THIRD SHIFT 2020!
Thank you for helping us make this incredible event happen.

Zoë Boyd
Board President
Third Space Gallery

PROJECTS
Video InstalLations
www.thirdshiftsj.com // THIRD SHIFT Social Media

Alexis Bulman – Tending To
video performance // ongoing // www.thirdshiftsj.com
Butterfly closures are white adhesive strips applied to the skin across minor lacerations.
Growing up as an accident-prone child my parents became experts in the art of the wellplaced butterfly closure. The act of gently applying one to a wound and pressing it gently
to ensure a good stick, always felt like an instant cure and an immediate comfort.
Tending To is a video performance in which the walls that isolate me are examined
for nail holes, paint chips and cracks. With each discovered wound, I open a butterfly
closure, allow it’s wax backings to flutter to the ground, apply the butterfly closure
to the area and press it gently to ensure a good stick. Acknowledging, healing, and
manifesting are inherent to the narrative of this performance. These gestures embody
spatial encounters and negotiations, in both the private and public spheres.
Alexis Bulman is a multi-disciplinary artist who maintains a studio practice in
Montreal, QC. During her projects Bulman assumes the role of a facilitator or
builder of installations, sculptures, and video works that translate the patterns
of her physical movement and bodily occupation of space into visual form.
www.alexisbulman.com
@alexisbulman

Andreas Fobes – Lilt
animation // ongoing // www.thirdshiftsj.com
Lilt is a collection of animated vignettes of dandelions. In the spring, with the arrival of
warmer weather, I set about sketching the various plants beginning to grow outside. My
sketchbook was quickly filled with drawings of dandelions, their overwhelming prevalence
making them a focal point despite any conscious decision on my part. Inspired by their
contrasting shapes, colours, the transformations they undergo, and their ubiquitous nature,
I decided to try and translate these elements into this series of slow, looping animations.
Andreas Fobes is an animator and artist from Ottawa, ON, currently based in Fredericton,
NB. He received a Bachelor of Fine Arts from Mount Allison University in 2018.
@andreasfobes
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Josephine Clarke – Canada’s Ocean Playground: Trash It!
vlog // ongoing // www.thirdshiftsj.com
Atlantic Canada is a place of rich cultural history and beautiful landscapes. These things play
a significant part in shaping our identity as maritimers. When we think of who we are, it starts
with the landscapes of our lives, the setting where we shape our memories. However, when
I spend time in such places, I question how we treat them, and how we truly regard them.
No matter our cultural imagery, or status we give to the environment, our garbage tells
the truth. Spaces we hold dear, frequented by locals, and held in high regard, are still
littered with garbage. Spaces surrounded by wilderness are also littered with garbage.
We hide our garbage in plain sight, thinking its effects are hidden too. Things we
wouldn’t do in our own yard, we do to our province. We mistreat our own soul.
Canada’s Ocean Playground: Trash it! brings attention to environmental irony by
visually incorporating trash into idyllic scenes of landmarks near my home in Cape
Breton. I will create needle-felted images out of corriedale wool and trash. This
artwork and my process will be documented and exhibited through video.
Josephine Clarke is a textile artist practicing in Port Hawkesbury, NS, Canada. She
explores the use and tradition of botanical dyes, earth pigments, and rust. After earning
her Bachelor of Design at Kwantlen Polytechnic University, she began her current
residency with the Cape Breton Centre for Craft and Design. She now operates her
business at the Customs House Artisan Incubator. She has taught classes for the Cape
Breton centre for Craft and Design, The New Dawn Centre for Innovation, and the Nova
Scotia Fibre Arts Festival. She has exhibited her work at culture events in Atlantic Canada
such as Celtic Colours International Music Festival and Lumiere Art at Night Festival.
www.josephineclarketextiles.com
@josephineclarketextiles

Kelly Hill – I’ll Show You the Whole Living World
live-performed video // Aug 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 @ 6pm // Instagram @thirdspacegallery
“I’m memorizing this room…in the future, in my memory, I shall live a great deal in this room.”
I’ll Show You the Whole Living World is a live-performed video that attempts to capture
queer desire through tactile sensation during times of quarantine. Referencing subtextually
queer figures in classic cinema, desire is redirected from a fordidden longing to the inanimate
object. Confined to a single room, these objects become the whole living world.
Kelly Hill is an emerging artist working in costume, textile, and lens-based media
on themes of glamour, nostalgia and artificiality. Her recent work takes the form
of alternate cinematic histories, using “found” objects and ephemera related to
hypothetical lost films from the early era of cinema to propose how film history
might look without the censorship of its early queer and feminist voices.

FUD – FUD.org
web-based video project // ongoing // www.thirdshiftsj.com
FUD.org was born out of nostalgia for the brief period in recent history where the
internet resembled a new frontier available for abstract exploration. The project,
which will exist as a webpage riddled with embedded videos and animations, aims
to simulate the nature of “surfing the web”; that is, the excitement of seemingly
unbridled freedom coupled with the unease inherent to confronting the unknown.
FUD.org seeks to challenge the streamlined and insular nature of today’s internet
landscape. With no road map or guide, FUD.org encourages viewers to engage in active
discovery. There will be short films and animations with subtle links to one another, and
others with no apparent connection. The eclectic assembly of content should provoke
fear, unease, and doubt, while simultaneously arousing a sense of genuine intrigue.
Michael Mohan is a Saint John Filmmaker / Photographer with a BFA from NSCAD
and a Certificate from NBCCD. He’s 29 years old and he has a beautiful dog
named Bailey. Ralphy Dogman is an artist that exists in your mind. Michael Keir is
an interdisciplinary masters student at the University of New Brunswick whose
research revolves around media, capital, and identity. He has set himself the
insurmountable task of, one day, creating a work of art that feels authentic.

very long cat – very long cat
livestream performance // Aug 22 @ 2pm //www.thirdshiftsj.com
very long cat is an online music duo formed by tabla player Shawn Mativetsky and live coder
David Ogborn. Based in Montreal, QC and Hamilton, ON, the duo rehearses and performs over
the internet, improvising and exploring the realms of sound and image. The tabla is a versatile
pair of drums from the North of India, played with the fingers, and features a colourful sonic
palette. Through live coding, the art of programming live in the moment, David is able to create
a wide variety of digital musical and visual elements that converse with Shawn’s tabla playing.
The code is displayed throughout the performance, revealing the process behind the music.
very long cat is the duo of Shawn Mativetsky (tabla) and David Ogborn (live coding).
Active since 2015, the group has performed at New Interfaces for Musical Expression,
the Percussive Arts Society International Convention, the International Conference
on Live Coding, and numerous livestreamed events. Shawn Mativetsky is one of
Canada’s leading ambassadors of the tabla, and a pioneer in bridging the worlds of
Western and Indian classical music. David Ogborn is the lead developer of numerous
software projects (eg. Estuary, Punctual), and runs the Networked Imagination
Laboratory (dedicated to live coding and network music) at McMaster University.
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INteractive digital InstalLations
www.thirdshiftsj.com

Jeff Arbeau – DISC.OVER SAINT JOHN
interactive multimedia narrative // ongoing // www.thirdshiftsj.com
The golden age of tourism is here — digitally remastered and available now from the
comfort of your own home. DISC.OVER SAINT JOHN is an interactive multimedia
narrative created by Jeff Arbeau and developed in the open-source Twine engine.
Explore a city bursting with magical realism as you navigate a sprawling non-linear
funhouse rendered in glorious 32 bit colour. Inspired by classic text-based adventures and
retrofuturist perspectives, riddled with trap doors to the comical and surreal, DISC.OVER
SAINT JOHN is a port of call that rewards its passenger’s curiosity and playfulness.
Jeff Arbeau is a writer and digital artist based in Saint John, NB. He specializes in
interactive and non-linear storytelling. A publishing industry veteran and digital creative, his
multimedia works combine the crafts of writing, programming, graphic design, photography,
videography, and musical composition to create digital funhouses for the interactor.
@jauffr

Brandon Hicks – Fill in the Blanks
collaborative illustrations // ongoing // www.thirdshiftsj.com
Fill in the Blanks is a virtual collaboration between the artist and the audience. Choosing from
a selection of eight unfinished illustrations, participants are invited to complete and colour
the drawings themselves. Submitted works will be featured in an online gallery and shared to
social media. To submit an illustration send a photo to thirdspacesubmissions@gmail.com!
Brandon Hicks is a writer and cartoonist living in Saint John. A member of the National
Cartoonist Society, he has had his work published in a number of publications. He
currently serves as Comics Editor for The Rumpus, a California-based literary website.
@brandonhickscomics

Saint John Artist Spotlight Exhibition presented by:

Dann Downes – Together When We’re Apart
do-it-together audio compositions // ongoing // various locations
The COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated the incredible power of communication
technologies to keep us informed, connected, and socially engaged during long periods
of social isolation. The same technologies have inherent tendencies to increase our sense
of alienation as we “consume” content, flip through screens, and disengage from social
interactions, obligations, and projects the more we focus on our devices as transmission media.
Together While We Are Apart is a do-it-together installation, composition, and game that gently
demands that we move outside, physically distance ourselves from one another, yet collaborate
on a week-long musical and ambient sound project. Using 24 QR codes located throughout
Uptown Saint John, participants will engage in a participatory asynchronous performance
and composition of a community-based audio artifact, using audio recorded from the Saint
John environment that is processed and played on the participant’s cell phone. As other
participants trigger sonic events in other locations, participants can change the audio triggers
on their devices to listen “together” in an online process of composition and performance.
Dann Downes is a Communications Professor at UNBSJ. He teaches media theory, DIY
Media, popular music and Intellectual Property. He is also a Saint John musician whose latest
project is the Morticia Project (2017, new record 2020). Dann has published on intellectual
property and the role of media in the construction of community and personal identity. His
work places mediation in its social, political, and historic contexts by exploring the practical
and theoretical relationships between amateur, professional, and academic participants in
the DIY/DIT communities and the ways that home-made musical devices lead (and don’t
lead) to cultural and commercial ends. His “Ambiguous Devices” make music from handmade electronic devices – old toys and simple circuits to make amplifiers, noise generators
and a joyful racket. Dann started building ambiguous devices in 2013 as an experiment and
now shares projects through courses and workshops from Saint John to Amsterdam.

Resonance New Music – Libellules
performance // August 21 @ 7pm // Imperial Theatre
“Cette pièce n’a pas de véritable début, ni une fin réelle”
“This piece has no real beginning, nor any real end.”
Composer: André Cormier // Performers: Robin Streb, Joel Cormier,
Andrew Reed Miller // Visual environment: Andrew Reed Miller.
Resonance New Music has supported the creation and production of experimental music,
improvised music, artistic collaborations, and new classical music in NB since 1998.
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CONSTELLATION PUBLIC ART TRAIL
Uptown Saint John // Sponsored by Discover Saint John

KC Wilcox, THIRD SHIFT Artist-in-Residence – Funeral
sculptural installation // Aug 24, 26, 27 // Stone Church
Sponsored by artsnb
Funeral is a sculpture consisting of reproductions of household and everyday things.
The base of the sculpture is a monumental can of sardines, enlarged to six feet in
length. A floral arrangement, assembled from pastry molds and other crafts, sits on
top of the can of sardines. Together, they suggest a scene depicting a Christian burial.
Taking a funerary box out of its traditional appearance and religious context, the
sculpture draws attention to the ordinary aspects of daily life transformed by grief.
KC Wilcox is an artist producing sculptures that use casting and found objects.
She is a descendant of European settlers and the French Acadians, and holds a
B.Des from NSCAD. Her work has been presented across Canada, most recently at
THIRD SHIFT (2019), the Beaverbrook Art Gallery (2018), and The Unlovable Gallery
(2017). She is a former Executive Director of Connexion, an artist-run centre for
contemporary art in Fredericton, NB. She lives in Menagoesg/Saint John, NB, where
she co-founded, curates, and makes things for Visitors, a shop and studio.
@kc.wilcox

Amy Ash – Projecting the Pluriverse
photographic installation // ongoing // various locations
Projecting the Pluriverse* is a direct follow up to last year’s
Third Shift installation, Posing the Pluriverse.
Posing the Pluriverse was created through community collaboration with L’Arche and The
Saint John YMCA. Together we created large scale sets of our inner worlds—large enough
for people to step into and have their portraits taken. Projecting the Pluriverse is a chance
for the community to view the portraits created in collaboration at THIRD SHIFT 2019.
Speckled throughout the city, in residential and commercial buildings, Projecting the
Pluriverse will use windows as a means to highlight community. With the world altering
pandemic, windows have become radical spaces from which we offer care and communicate
with the outside world. Projecting the Pluriverse is a collection of portraits - beacons of our
community. They represent compassion and empathy as the photographed individual literally
and metaphorically steps into another’s inner world. A moment of shared experience.
*The term ‘pluriverse’ refers to all possibilities, coexisting, non-hierarchically at once.

Amy Ash is an interdisciplinary artist interested in the experiences that impact our
sense of belonging. Her practice flows between curatorial projects, teaching, socially
engaged action, and hands-on making. Of settler ancestry, she lives in Saint John,
New Brunswick, on the unceded territory of the Wolastoqiyik and Mi’kmaq Peoples.
www.amyash.ca
@amy_ash_
@posingthepluriverse

Industrial Parks Collective – Remnants of Decay
mixed-media installation // ongoing // Cobalt Gallery
Remnants of Decay will show how natural elements can blend into our modern age
while examining the disintegration and remnants that technology brings. At one end,
natural pieces will be featured, including dried leaves, moss, and slightly buried animal
bones and skulls. At the opposite end, discarded electrical equipment and remnants
of the current times will be displayed. These two concepts will slowly blend together
with a subtle element of interaction. Transformation and evolution are the themes.
Cheryl Johnson is a teacher and taxidermist. She has embraced the strange
and works with curious finds and natural materials from the backwoods of rural
New Brunswick. Some of her recent works include dried moths, a taxidermied
mouse in a teacup, and an articulated deer vertebrae backbone.
www.brcrafts.wordpress.com
@backriverlady
Raven Blue is an interdisciplinary artist based in Saint John, NB. He has produced
experimental works in film, and music in collaboration with artists in the Atlantic
Region. He has been making experimental films and music from an early age and
has an affinity for taking photographs in the neighbourhoods of Saint John.
@ux_blue
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Christiana Myers – Salt Spell
durational performance and installation // Aug 23-26 // Marco Polo Cruise Ship Terminal
Sponsored by TUCK
Salt is an ancient mineral that over the course of millennia has been assigned many
practical applications and symbolic meanings including a mined resource to a form of
currency, and an important element in ceremonies and superstitions across cultures.
Salt Spell will comprise a durational performance and drawing installation made of salt,
situated at the edge of the Saint John Harbour, that will emulate a magic circle—an elaborately
patterned design used to delineate a protected area in the practice of ritual magic.
Salt’s material connection to landscape, labour, and safekeeping are pertinent to
contemporary Saint John. As a coastal city with vital marine environments; a city
underpinned by industry and trade; and as a centre where the environment, heritage
and—in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic and innumerable acts of injustice—citizens,
deserve safeguarding, salt is emblematic of collective care and collective faith.
Christiana Myers is a Saint John-based curator, writer, artist, and museum educator
born of settler ancestry. She holds a BFA from Mount Allison University and an MLitt
Curatorial Practice from the Glasgow School of Art. Her practice often explores human
form and function, specifically physical and communication-based limitations.
www.christianamyers.com

Graeme Stewart-Robertson – Infill
sculptural installation // ongoing // Tin Can Beach
Infill challenges our contemporary practice of land reclamation through the placement of
concrete artificial reef structures into familiar public and accessible spaces that previously
belonged to the sea and its inhabitants. By exhibiting these unfamiliar forms in plain sight,
amongst the infrastructure of both the terrestrial and urban, Infill calls into question our
community’s sense of place, and seeks to conceptually undermine the very existence of
the land on which that community is built. These sculptural forms, which typically belong
fathoms-deep not at face-height, serve as robust reminders of the natural history of the
region, and allow us to consider the geologic mimicry of human materials. Audiences are
invited to view the works from as close or from as far as they are able, to either examine their
form and negative spaces, or their role within the context of the greater urban fabric.
Upon the conclusion of THIRD SHIFT, these reef balls will be placed into the
Bay of Fundy as natural habitat, functioning as a legacy contribution to the
festival as they fill a meaningful role within our ongoing reconciliation of
the delicate relationship between humanity and the natural world.

Graeme Stewart-Robertson is the Global Hub Coordinator for People Protecting Landscapes
and Seascapes, a project of WWF-International that supports the vital role Indigenous
and local communities around the world play in protecting and safeguarding land and
seascapes essential to global conservation goals. Contributing to environmental and
arts initiatives across Atlantic Canada, Graeme brings his unique insight and passion
for issues ranging from arts advocacy to climate change. With over thirteen years of
experience in designing, implementing and managing community-based projects,
his work aims to challenge our collective relationship with nature and continues to
explore the depths of how we define humanity and its role in natural systems.

Tourism & Information – What’s Not Happening?
text-based installation // ongoing // Trinity Galleries
What’s Not Happening? is a text piece by Tourism & Information using the form of
a flag installed at a public space in Uptown Saint John. A flag can be a marker of
space, territory, occasion, and a bearer of information. The message “What’s not
happening?” can be at once interpreted as a question for the art event itself, toward
our political leaders, to all the plans we had made, or a play on new-age aphorisms.
Paul Henderson is an artist and graphic designer based in Toronto, ON. He has worked
at several artist-run centres and was the co-founder/creative director of SappyFest for
9 years. He re-established a visual arts practice in 2014, working primarily in collage,
and has exhibited across Canada and participated in residencies internationally.
http://oldernowthen.com
@oldernowthen
Working at the intersection of film, performance and installation, Amy Siegel’s work
strives to tell critical stories in surprising ways. As an educator, Amy has worked on
numerous community projects, and is currently the Creative Director of the ReFrame
Film Festival, a documentary film festival in Nogojiwanong/Peterborough.
http://amysiegel.com
Amy and Paul are artistic collaborators and life partners, who have recently
created a moniker for their collective practice, Tourism & Information.
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AUDIO INSTALLATIONS
Local 107.3FM // www.localfm.ca

Todd Fraser – Do Grandfathers Dream of Dancing Sheep???
audio documentary // August 25 @ 9pm // 107.3FM and www.localfm.ca
My grandfather Willie Francis Fraser was a popular Gaelic singer and storyteller from Cape
Breton Island, as well as a noted traditional step-dancer who claimed to have learned his steps
in a dream. Through personal archives, journaling, field recordings, and interviews with dream
researchers, the Gael community, journalists, friends, and family, this audio documentary
wonders: do grandfather’s dream of dancing sheep? Look online for a call-in number to report
your own dream wisdom between the hours of 2AM and 5AM throughout the festival.
Todd Fraser knits, makes films, previously worked as a catholic altar server and in an
artist-run centre, and his grandfather learned to dance in a dream. His work has screened
across the country, from Victoria to Antigonish. He lives in Sackville, New Brunswick.
https://www.todd-fraser.ca/

Aidan McMahon, Luca Caruso-Moro, & David Clark – Talk Soon
docu-poem // August 24 @ 9am // 107.3FM and www.localfm.ca
Over the last 5 months, we have set up 50 strangers to exchange weekly audio letters. From
across the country, these audio pen pals meet, bond, and explore the joys and fears of our
changing world. Equal parts oral history, community project, and audio poem, Talk Soon
attempts to capture this time of extreme flux from the day to day perspective of regular people.
Aidan McMahon is an audio and visual artist currently based in Yellowknife, NT. His
radio work combines community connection and poetic sound rich storytelling.
David Clark is a media artist, filmmaker, and visual artist who produces
work for the internet, gallery installations, narrative films, and public art
commissions. Recent work includes the websites: The End: Death in Seven
Colours, 88 Constellations for Wittgenstein, and A is for Apple.
Luca Caruso-Moro is a multimedia journalist reporting on government, Indigenous affairs
and the environment. He is based in Montreal, reporting extensively for First Nations in
the area and in the far north. His work is dedicated to the pursuit of truth and love.
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third shift
constellation public art trail
thirdshiftsj.com / #thirdshift / Aug 21-28, 2020

community partners
New brunswick Museum /
Musée du nouveau-brunswick
Saint john jewish
historical museum
sponsored by

SCHEDULE
THIRD SHIFT 2020
FRI, AUG 21
Libellules – Resonance New Music*
Imperial Theatre // 7pm

SAT, AUG 22
Centerpiece Workshop – KC Wilcox*
Saint John Arts Centre // 11am-5pm

Live Coding and Tabla
Performance – very long cat
Online Livestream // 2pm

WED, AUG 26
TUE, AUG 25

Q&A – Josephine Clarke

Artist Talk – Graeme
Stewart-Robertson

I’ll Show You the Whole
Living World – Kelly Hill

Online Livestream // 3pm

Online Livestream // 6pm

I’ll Show You the Whole
Living World – Kelly Hill

Stone Church // 7pm–9pm

Online Livestream // 6pm

Do Grandfathers Dream of
Dancing Sheep? – Todd Fraser
Local 107.3fm // 9pm

Zoom // 2pm

Funeral – KC Wilcox
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Alexis Bulman – Tending To
Josephine Clarke – Canada’s
Ocean Playground: Trash It!
Andreas Fobes – Lilt
FUD – FUD.org
Jeff Arbeau – DISC.OVER SAINT JOHN
Brandon Hicks – Fill in the Blanks

All Week
Go to www.thirdshiftsj.com

MON, AUG 24

SUN, AUG 23

Talk Soon – Aidan McMahon, Luca
Caruso-Moro, & David Clark

Salt Spell – Christiana Myers

Local 107.3FM // 9am

Marco Polo Cruise Ship Terminal Courtyard
10am-3pm

Live Coding Workshop – very long cat*
Online // 2pm

Funeral – KC Wilcox
Stone Church // 4pm-6pm

I’ll Show You the Whole
Living World – Kelly Hill
Online Livestream // 6pm

THU, AUG 27
Funeral – KC Wilcox
Stone Church // 9am–11am

FRI, AUG 28

I’ll Show You the Whole
Living World – Kelly Hill

Workshop: Intro to Twine and Digital
Storytelling – Jeff Arbeau*

Online Livestream // 6pm

Zoom // 11am

Artist Talk – Amy Ash*

Artist Talk – Kelly Hill

Prince William St. // 7:30pm

Online Livestream // 6pm

*Sign up required, see www.thirdshiftsj.com

SPONSORS
& partners

THANK YOU
Port Saint John // Saint John Night Market // Uncorked Tours // Cobalt Art Gallery //
Trinity Galleries // Saint John Tool Library & DIY Centre // Imperial Theatre // Stone Church //
Saint John Arts Centre // Canterbury Dental // L’Arche Saint John - Creative Connections //
Handworks Gallery // City of Saint John // Pristine Life Inc. // Picaroons General Store
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VIRTUAL EDITION: AUG. 17-22

LIVE (STREAMED) THEATRE WITH AN EDGE
STAY TUNED TO OUR FACEBOOK, TWITTER, AND INSTAGAM
PAGES FOR UPDATES ON THE 2020 SCHEDULE, ARTISTS & MORE!
There’s more than one way to FRINGE. This year’s Fundy FRINGE Festival will be coming
to you live and on your screen! Join us nightly for a variety of acts from our local artists.

Safety
GUIDELINES

THIRD SHIFT has changed its format in order to
help prevent the spread of COVID-19.
» When visiting physical installations on our
map, please maintain a 6ft distance from other
attendees who are not in your bubble.
» Please do not touch the installations.
» Please wear a mask when in indoor spaces and
when social distancing cannot be achieved.
» Please do not visit the installations if you
are experiencing flu-like symptoms.
» Please do not visit the installations if you have
been in contact with an individual that has been
tested for COVID-19 in the last 14 days.
» Please do not visit the installations if you have been
outside of the Atlantic Bubble in the last 14 days.
» Please be respectful of each other and the time it
takes individuals to move through art spaces.
» Many of our in-person events require sign-up to limit
capacity and to help with contact tracing. Please see the
THIRD SHIFT 2020 Schedule for more information.
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Brandon Hicks – Fill in the Blanks
THIRD SHIFT 2020 // #thirdshiftsj

